
 

 

 
  

 
 

HOCKEY HELPS THE HOMELESS – WATERLOO REGION SKILLS CLINIC 
 

Welcome to the first ever HHTH Waterloo Skills Clinic – brought to you by our friends at Skills Plus Hockey. 
Here is your chance to show off your skills as you compete against your rival team in Skills Challenges like the 
pro’s. We have brought in former NHL’er and Waterloo Region native Eric Calder to create these challenges so 
you can play like a pro.  
 
CHALLENGE #1: TEAM RELAY RACE 
 

Take part in the Team Relay Race! Select 5 players to join your pro to take part in this competition and follow 
the instructions from your Skill Session Leader. The first team to complete the skills challenges and score all 
five goals will be declared the winner! A player must complete each skill challenge before the next player can 
begin! 
 
CHALLENGE #2: ELIMINATION SHOOTOUT 
 

Just like the NHL Skills Competition, take part in this Elimination Style Shootout. Select 5 players to join your 
pro from your team to compete. You score, you move on. If not, you are eliminated. The team with the last 
player standing wins. In the event of a tie, players will select one person to compete in a sudden death 
shootout until a winner is declared.  
 
CHALLENGE #3: 3 PUCK BOOGIE 
 

The final head-to-head competition. The first team to score all 3 pucks will be declared the winner. Be sure to 
follow the instructions of your Skills Session Leader. The next goal cannot happen until the player who scores 
exits the zone. Each team needs to watch both ends so a defender is ready to play the 2 on 1 finish.  
 
CHALLENGE #4: PASSING 
 

Select 9 players to join your pro to compete in this challenge. Each player will have one pass opportunity from 
the other side of the red line into the net. Each puck that gets into the net counts as 1 point. The team with 
the most points at the end of the challenge wins. In the event of a tie, a sudden death pass-off will take place 
to determine the winner.  



24. 10. 2021HHTH SKILLS COMPETITION 
DURATION: 40 min.

DESCRIPTION:
All four drills will follow one another. Teammates can
watch and follow. All team events for added fun and
camaraderie.

KEYPOINTS:
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1.  HHTH SKILLS COMPETITION - HEAD TO HEAD COURSE EC TIME: 10 min.

DESCRIPTION:
A team relay race. The first to complete
the skill challenges and score all five goals
wins. Must complete all tasks before next
player can start.

KEYPOINTS:
5 players per team plus pro, no goalies in
nets, players starts between the hash
marks

2.  HHTH SKILLS COMPETITION - ELIMINATION SHOOTOUT EC TIME: 10 min.

DESCRIPTION:
Elimination shootout - last team to have a
player in the shootouts wins….if tied the
last two player go head to head until a
winner is declared

KEYPOINTS:
5 players per team, need to score to keep
going, players must wait for the whistle
before attaching the net.

3.  HHTH SKILLS COMPETITION - 3 PUCK BOOGIE EC TIME: 10 min.

DESCRIPTION:
-5 players plus pro per team
-A head to head competition…first team
to score all three pucks wins.
-The progression is 1>0, 2>0, and 2>1.

KEYPOINTS:
- The next goal entry can’t happen until
the player (s) who scored exits the blue
line
- each team has to watch both ends so a
defender is ready to play the 2 on 1 in the
final progression
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Notes:
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4.  HHTH SKILLS COMPETITION - PASSING EXECUTION EC TIME: 10 min.

DESCRIPTION:
Each player has one pass
opportunity…team with the most
successes wins. If there’s a tie advance to
sudden victory

KEYPOINTS:
10 players per team, the pass attempts
happens from the other side of red line.
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